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Abstract

Custom interconnect design complements automated route algorithms which do not guarantee the

generation of robust, legal routes for all signals in a ULSI design. Intervention with custom intercon-

nections stabilizes a route solution and reduces time required to route follow-on designs with logic and

oorplan changes. Implementation of custom interconnects is a highly skilled art. In general, the tools

available to the designer do not evaluate the quality of the inserted custom interconnections, and success

is predicated only on the production of a legal design within a pre-speci�ed time. It is desirable to have

criteria to select signals for custom interconnections and to evaluate whether or not intervention with cus-

tom interconnections for these signals is e�ective in improving physical properties of these signal routes

without adversely a�ecting physical properties of the remaining signal routes. This paper, the �rst in

a series, presents a self-consistent formalism of intervention with custom interconnections, the addition

of custom interconnections to a physical design, and the quanti�cation of overall interconnection quality.

The analytical techniques presented in this series of papers can be also incorporated in semi-custom and

ASIC designs and may serve as tools to evaluate and improve various route algorithms.

Keywords

Custom interconnect design, custom interconnection, signal density, via density, normalized excess

Manhattan length, normalized excess Steiner length, cumulative e�ectiveness, netlength e�ectiveness, via

e�ectiveness, stacked via.

I. Introduction

An understanding of the role of interconnections in ultra-large-scale-integrated (ULSI)

chip design is important to achieve optimal performance in high-speed microprocessors

and has implications for the manufacturability and realization of increasingly complex

circuits[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. The use of large numbers of

signals in ULSI designs increases design complexity, and the importance of understanding

the e�ects of this increasing complexity has been highlighted by the Semiconductor In-

dustry Association[3]. Moreover, the detailed design of interconnections for these signals

also impacts design yield, performance, and power dissipation as well as system cost and

information processing ability[4], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].

Methods to optimize interconnect physical characteristics are desired since these char-

acteristics a�ect interconnect electrical properties and reliability in addition to chip and

system characteristics mentioned above. For this reasons, it is useful to have quantitative

criteria to evaluate the value and impact, if any, of a priori interconnect design techniques
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on interconnect physical properties. Custom interconnect design is one type of a priori

interconnect design technique. To achieve an optimum design, a priori design techniques

are incorporated with automated route algorithms in all stages of the design process, in-

cluding early stages, in contrast with a posteriori techniques that perform manipulations

of routes in a completely-routed design.

Automated route algorithms that route ULSI designs are complemented by custom

interconnect design since automated route algorithms do not guarantee the generation

of a stable, legal (that is, violation-free, design-rule-correct, zero unrouted signals) route

solution for all design signals. Custom interconnections stabilize a route solution, reduce

time to reroute a design, and reduce time to incorporate logic and area changes in current

and follow-on designs.

This paper is the �rst in a series on the subject of physical design of on-chip intercon-

nections. This paper presents a quantitative method for custom interconnect design as

well as quantitative criteria to analyze physical characteristics of interconnections in ULSI

designs. The analytical techniques presented in this series of papers can be incorporated

into semi-custom and ASIC designs as well as custom designs and may serve as tools to

evaluate and improve various route algorithms.

In this paper, we present a self-consistent formalism on intervention with custom inter-

connection design and the quanti�cation of overall interconnect design quality. Included

in this formalism are techniques to add custom interconnections to a design in a series

of steps (the series of steps can also be referred to as a series of trials), to create two-

dimensional visualizations of the signal and via density in a design both before and after

the addition of custom interconnections, to measure quality of total signal netlength and

number of non-redundant vias, and to measure excess length of each signal route compared

to a benchmark length for that signal route. Section II reviews characteristics of custom

interconnections, Section III describes custom interconnection design, Section IV describes

intervention with custom interconnections, and Section V quanti�es interconnect physical

characteristics. Sections VI and VII describe implications for ULSI design and scaling,

respectively.

In each paper in this series, the presented techniques are applied to analyze intercon-
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nections in the IBM POWER4 Instruction Fetch Unit. The POWER4 high-performance

microprocessor is incorporated in the IBM Enterprise Server pSeries 680.[21], [22], [23]

The 415mm2 POWER4 chip contains 174 million transistors and is manufactured with

IBM's 1.6 Volt, 0.15 �m, dual Vt, Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) CMOS technology with seven

layers of copper interconnections. The power dissipation of the POWER4 chip at 1.6V

and 1.3 GHz is 140Watts.[21], [24] Each POWER4 chip contains two microprocessor cores,

a shared L2 cache, a directory for the (o�-chip) L3 cache, and logic required to connect

multiple POWER4 chips. This paper discusses interconnect design in two versions of the

POWER4: DD1 (Design-Data-1) and DD2 (Design-Data-2). The term DD1 refers to the

initial implementation of a 700MHz (1430ps cycle time) POWER4 chip completed in 3Q

1999.[25] The term DD2 refers to a 1.1GHz (910ps cycle time) POWER4 chip completed

in 3Q 2000.[25]

II. What is custom interconnect design?

Custom interconnect design is the process by which signals in a design are wired with

custom interconnections. In this paper, the term custom interconnection refers to a wire

that is carefully laid out by hand and is inserted in a physical design. Custom intercon-

nections provide several bene�ts, including the ability to: (1) obtain a violation-free route

solution for signals that cannot be correctly wired by an automated router; (2) decrease

interconnect complexity by reducing signal density and via density in congested regions;

(3) remove timing violations and poor risetimes and falltimes on timing-critical signals; (4)

permit easy route iterations after logic and signal changes; (5) iterate timing and routing

of all unit-level signals; (6) quick remap of custom interconnection solutions from one de-

sign to a similar follow-on design (within 1�2 weeks, thereby saving considerable designer

time on the order of several months).

Custom interconnections are unchanged during the completion of routes for the re-

maining signals by an automated router. Custom interconnections tend to require careful

thought and considerable design time to implement (e.g., six months to implement custom

interconnections for approximately 37% of the POWER4 IFU unit-level signals). Imple-

mentation of custom interconnections is practical and straightforward once unit constraints

on signal routes are speci�ed. Constraints include the unit area, number and location of
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unit IO pins, number of unit-level signals, average fanout per unit-level signal, unit oc-

cupancy, and fraction of total route length available for unit-level interconnections. The

average fanout is a measure of the degree of signal connectivity in the unit. The unit

occupancy is the fraction of the unit area reserved for macros that contain devices (tran-

sistors).

The term interconnect complexity refers to the physical characteristics of interconnec-

tions in a design. These physical characteristics include: (1) interconnect length1 of each

signal; (2) the amount of extra length that is required to route a signal relative to a bench-

mark estimate such as the Steiner length[26] or Manhattan length[27]); (3) the number of

non-redundant vias2 in a signal route; (4) signal density; (5) via density; and (6) number

of stacked vias in the signal routes. The term stacked via refers to via stacks that are

composed of two vias (a single stacked via), three vias (a double stacked via), four vias (a

triple stacked via), and so on. To minimize interconnect complexity, custom interconnec-

tions are carefully planned for unit-level signals in timing-critical paths and in congested

regions to reduce interconnect length and delay and to reduce signal and via density.

Figure 1 shows examples of custom interconnections for signals with fanout=1 and four

di�erent types of pins on the connected macros. In Fig. 1(a), a signal is routed on a short

straight m2 wire segment between two m2 square pins that share the same horizontal

track on both macros, as shown in the top and side views. In Fig. 1(b), a signal is routed

on a long straight m4 wire segment between two m4 square pins that share the same

horizontal track on both macros. In Fig. 1(c), a signal is routed on a straight m4 wire

segment between an m4 pin on one macro and through a v3 via to an m3 horizontal

bar pin on the other macro. For macros with pins on di�erent metal layers and di�erent

relative horizontal tracks, Fig. 1(d), shows a signal routed on a long straight m4 wire

segment from an m4 pin to a v3 via and m3 wire segment and then to a v2 via and m2

wire segment and m2 pin.

Di�erent types of custom interconnections route signals between custom macros and

1In this paper, the interconnect length of each signal is obtained from the physical design by calculating the sum

of the lengths of metal segments that route a signal to all connecting pins.
2In this paper, the number of vias in a signal route is obtained from the physical design by calculating the sum

of vias that connect all the metal segments that route a signal to all connecting pins.
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random logic macros (rlms). Figure 2 shows examples of custom interconnections that

route signals between three custom macro abstracts and an rlm abstract: (a1, a2, a3)

completely-routed minimum-width routes (these routes, for example, route signals over

the predecode macros and in the address stack); (b) completely routed routes with double-

wide routes and minimum-width routes (these wires route signals in the wiring bay above

the instruction cache stack); (c) partially routed minimum-width routes (these wires route

signals with large fanout in the address stack); and (d) partially routed wide routes (these

wires route buses over the instruction cache), as shown in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c),

and Fig. 2(d), respectively. Partial custom interconnections are useful in cases in which

the complete speci�cation of a route is not required. For example, partial routes are

advantageous to route long sections of signals with large fanout or to route long straight

point-to-point signals; an automated router then completes the unrouted portion of the

signal. To help meet the cycle-time requirement, timing-critical signals are routed with

wide metal to reduce interconnect delay.

Custom interconnections also route buses between two or more custom macros. Figure 3

shows fully-routed minimum-width custom interconnections (such as a1-a3 in Fig. 2) that

route two 16-bit buses between dataow macros. In this example, the dataow stack

is composed of three 16-bit-wide dataow macros. The �rst set of 16 minimum-width

wires routes a 16-bit bus on minimum-width m2 wires between aligned sets of m2 pins

on two adjacent macros (namely, the middle macro and lowest macro). The second set

of 16 minimum-width wires routes a second 16-bit bus on minimum-width m4 wires that

connect aligned sets of m3 bar pins on the upper-most macro and the lowest macro. This

bus crosses the middle macro in a track that contains no m4 in the middle macro, which

permits the straight connection on m4 between the lowest macro with the upper-most

macro. As shown in the �gure, the upper-most macro has a one-bit-wide extension on

the right-hand side and another one-bit-wide extension on the left-hand side for control

logic. The middle dataow macro has a two-bit-wide extension on the right-hand-side for

control logic; the bottom dataow macro does not have extensions. The two two-bit-wide

columns and horizontal m3 pins represent clock bays and clock control pins, respectively.

For the case of real IFU dataow abstracts, each dataow macro is 64-bits wide and each
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4-bit-wide clock bay is located between bit 15 and 16 and 47 and 48, respectively.

A. Application to the POWER4 IFU

The POWER4 IFU contains approximately 5:9 million transistors (including 4 million

array transistors). The total length of copper interconnect in the IFU exceeds 16 meters

for all unit-level signals including power and ground. Excluding power and ground, the

total interconnect length in the IFU exceeds 5 meters. There are slightly more signals

(9283) in the DD2 IFU compared to the number (9253) in the DD1 IFU. In the case of

the IFU, as discussed in a later section, intervention with custom interconnections permits

the IFU physical design area to be reduced approximately 0:2mm2 (1:7%) from DD1

IFU to DD2 IFU yet remain routable despite the overall decrease in available length for

interconnections. The area decrease can decrease total chip area and increase the number

of manufacturable chips per wafer. Minimum-length custom interconnections with fewest

possible non-redundant vias also tend to increase chip yield[4]. This result is important

since chip yield is a serious concern for large chips.

III. Custom interconnect design

The previous section described custom interconnect design and presented a few examples

of custom interconnections. In this section, we describe the process of custom interconnect

design: (1) to remove route violations generated with an automatic router, (2) to route

complex designs, and (3) to reduce interconnect complexity. This method addresses the

current problem that automated route algorithms does not guarantee the generation of

a robust, legal route solution (that is, violation-free, design-rule-correct, zero unrouted

signals) for all signals in a ULSI design. Currently, implementation of custom intercon-

nections is a highly skilled art, and there is a need for tools to help designers complement

automated route algorithms with intervention with custom interconnections.

A. To remove route violations generated with an automated router

For designs that cannot be routed by an automated router without generating violations,

custom interconnections replace signal routes to remove these violations.
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A.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figure 4 shows that the automated router is unable to route the design without also

adding design-rule violations and electrical shorts in the signal routes (Nc = 0). The

�gure also shows that the optimum point for the routes in the DD1 design occurs when

the design contains custom interconnections for 37% of all unit-level signals. This point

occurs when all design rule violations and electrical violations are eliminated.

B. To route complex designs

Complex designs exhibit high values of design occupancy O. The occupancy O is de�ned

to be the fraction of the unit area A that is occupied by logic macros that contain devices.

Second, complex designs contain regions with a relatively small amount of available

route length compared to the total estimated signal length. For example, a design is

complex when the number of signals is on the order of the number of available route

tracks. For example, a complex design results when the number of (vertical) signals in

per bit approaches the number of available (vertical) metal tracks (per bit) over a macro

and when the number of (horizontal) control signals (per bit) approaches the number of

available (horizontal) wiring tracks. The amount of route length that is available to route

unit-level signals with minimum-width wire on each of the available route layers is also

measured.

Complex designs also contain many timing-critical signals, such as address buses or

instruction buses that route dataow logic signals throughout the design. To �x the delay

along the paths that contain these signals, custom interconnections route these buses in

order to �x the route solutions, and therefore delay, for these signals for the duration of the

project. Remaining non-timing critical signals can be routed during subsequent iterations

of routing and timing with an automated router.

B.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figure 5(b) shows the IFU occupancy O as a function of time. For the �rst 16 months,

values of the macro areas are estimated by the logic designers. After 17 months, circuit

designers start to complete the physical design of the macros to establish each macro

area. As these results replace the earlier estimates, the unit occupancy O approaches
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73%. Figure 5(b) shows that the unit occupancy increased monotonically from 17 to 23

months into the project. This trend occurs since approximately 1000 bu�ers were added

to the design to: (1) �x signals with risetimes or falltimes larger than 330ps; (2) bu�er

timing-critical unit-level signals with lengths greater than 1:4mm; and (3) bu�er signals

that connect macros to unit-level IOs. In the latter case, bu�ers and inverters were placed

within 0:7mm of unit IO pins. Figure 5 shows the IFU unit area A as a function of time.

Early estimates by IFU logic designers placed the unit area size at approximately 16mm2,

except at 6 months when the estimate for A was temporarily tightly squeezed. By the

time of the DD1 snapshot at 22 months, A decreased 12:5% to 14mm2 and again slightly

1:9% for the DD2 snapshot at 33 months. The goal of this area decrease was to open

additional chip area for other functional units. Figure 5 shows that the values of A (a)

and O (b) change only slightly over time, which indicates that the preliminary macro and

unit area estimates have been modeled accurately.

For the case of the IFU, 8 to 10 tracks are available over each bit of a typical macro to

route up to 8 to 10 signals with minimum-width wire (since 8 to 10 tracks of m4 are free

over a typical dataow macro). In addition, 4 horizontal tracks are typically available per

bit to route 4 signals per bit across each dataow macro (since approximately 70% = 7=10

of free m3 tracks and 10% = 1=10 of m5 tracks are available over a typical dataow

macro). Additional horizontal tracks are available in the region between macros to route

signals horizontally; however, this inter-macro spacing is reduced as much as possible to

conserve chip area. Typically, the inter-macro spacing is less than 18�m, which permits

approximately 10 to 20 signals to be routed horizontally between macros. Figure 6(a)

shows the maximum route length and the available route length for unit-level signals as

a function of time. Prior to 15 months, the values for the route lengths were determined

from macro and unit area estimates provided by logic designers and from estimates of

macro metal usage. Prior to 16 months, 100% of m1 and m2, 70% of m3 and 0% of m4

were assigned to macros. At 16 months, circuit designers begin completing the macros'

physical design with areas that tend to be smaller than the estimated values, as shown

in the �gure. By month 23, the DD1 physical design is complete. After an additional

1:9% area shrink is imposed from DD1 to DD2, the maximum available route length and
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total available route length both decrease slightly. Lower-level metal (upper-level metal)

represents approximately 20%� 30% (70%� 80%) of all available interconnect, as shown

in Fig. 6(b).

Figure 7(a) shows the available route length on each of �ve metal layers as a function

of time. The total available route length is composed of contributions from lower-level-

metal layers (m1 -m2 ) and upper-level-metal layers (m3 -m5 ). The fraction of Lmax that

is available to route minimum-width unit-level signals is shown in Fig. 7(b). This �gure

shows that the length of lower-level metal that is available to route unit-level signals is

less than the length of upper-level metal, which occurs because most tracks on lower-level-

metal layers are reserved by macros for internal macro routes. Standard design practice

recommends that long unit-level signals should be routed on upper-level metal since these

layers have lower resistivity. Short signals that connect aligned macro pins can be routed

on straight segments of lower-level metal (e.g., m2 wire to connect m2 pins). The total

fraction of Lmax available for routing minimum-width unit-level signals remained nearly

constant throughout the project, with 35% � 40% available at 15 months and 40% and

37% available in DD1 and DD2, respectively. From these �gures, we see that the amount

of available lower-level metal and upper-level metal are quite close to the values estimated

from a preliminary oorplan and macro blockage estimates, which shows that the early

values have also been accurately modeled.

C. To reduce interconnect complexity

One measure of interconnect complexity is the total interconnect length LT in all signal

routes at a speci�ed level of the hierarchy. Another measure of interconnect complexity

is the signal density and via density in the design. Congested regions tend to exhibit a

relatively high value of signal density and via density compared to that in neighboring

regions.

C.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

For the IFU, LT = 5:5m in DD1 (LT = 5:4m in DD2). This value can be compared

to: (1) the width of a space allocated to a wire; (2) the unit area that contains the

unit-level routes; or (3) the unit height in order to obtain three relative measures of the
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complexity of the interconnections, as applied by Keyes to a chip manufactured in 1981

[4]. Compared to the 1981 chip[4], which we take here to be a reference example, the

total length of interconnections in the IFU (excluding power and ground interconnections)

is approximately 1:7 � 107 times the width of a space allocated to a wire, compared to

approximately 6 � 105 for all routes on the reference chip[4]; Aint = 0:9A, compared to

approximately 1 times the reference chip area for all the reference chip routes[4]; and LT

is approximately 1100 times the unit height, compared to 800 times the reference chip

edge[4].

The IFU contains three congested regions which are discussed in detail in Section V.

The �rst region is located over the instruction cache stack, as shown on the left-hand side

of Figs. 8. Forty-two buses, including eight 32-bit instruction buses, are routed vertically

over the instruction cache stack. Buses associated with these instructions are routed

horizontally in the wiring bay above the instruction cache stack on the left-hand-side.

The second region is the address stack, shown on the right-hand side. Forty-eight buses,

including many 64-bit address buses are routed between macros in the address stack. The

third region is located over the nine rlms that implement the predecode function in the

IFU. These rlms are located along the bottom of the left-hand-side of the unit at the

bottom of the instruction cache stack. Forty-two buses are routed horizontally to connect

the central macro with four macros to the left and four macros to the right.

D. To route timing-critical signals

Custom interconnections route signals that pass through non-congested regions and

replace routes for timing-critical signals that have been routed by the automated router

with excessively long routes. Intervention with custom interconnections also corrects signal

routes with poor risetimes and falltimes. Custom interconnections are also desirable to

impose the same route solution for all signals in a bus or group of buses in order to equalize

interconnect delay for these signals.

IV. Method to insert custom interconnections

In the previous section, we described designs for which intervention with custom inter-

connection is useful. In this section, we describe a method to identify signals with excess
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route length, identify congested regions, and insert custom interconnections.

A. Identify signals with excess route length

The �rst step is to identify signals to target for custom interconnections. In this step, we

to route the design that contains custom macros and rlm macros either with an automatic

router or with a mixture of automatically routed signals and custom interconnections. This

design will be analyzed even if some routes contain violations such as electrical shorts or

geometry violations.

In the routed design, the netlength L, Steiner length LS , and Manhattan length LM are

measured for each signal route. To describe the route quality of each individual unit-level

signal, we introduce two normalized quantities: (1) the normalized excess Steiner length

NESL given by the expression,

NESL =
�LS

LS

=
(L� LS)

LS

; (1)

and (2) the normalized excess Manhattan length NEML given by the expression,

NEML =
�LM

LM

=
(L� LM)

LM

: (2)

For each signal, LS represents the signal Steiner length that is measured with a Steiner

algorithm such as that in IBM's oorplanning tool Hierarchical Design Planner (HDP)[26].

The Manhattan length LM is the sum of the maximum horizontal and maximum vertical

separations of all pins that connect each signal[27]. All unit-level signal routes are then

ordered in two lists of decreasing values of NESL and NEML. The �rst (second) list

shows each signal route and its normalized excess Steiner (Manhattan) length in order of

decreasing value of NESL (NEML). We observe that bus signal routes with large values

of NESL and NEML exhibit similar (large) values of NESL and NEML as other signals

that are contained on the same bus. As a result, the lists can be reduced into two ordered

lists of buses with decreasing value of NESL and NEML, respectively. Next, each bus

with large NESL and NEML in the ordered lists of NESL and NEML is then located in

the design; buses that occupy approximately the same physical location are considered to

occupy the same physical region.
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B. Identify congested regions

The next step is to identify congested regions in a design. In this step, we generate two

two-dimensional contour maps of the signal density ns and the via density nv of the routed

design to visualize the signal and via distributions. A visual examination of the density

maps indicates regions with high ns and high nv compared with densities in neighboring

regions. Regions with both high ns and nv compared to the values in surrounding regions

are referred to as congested regions and are visualized with two-dimensional color contour

maps of ns and nv.

B.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figure 9 shows a series of two-dimensional contour maps of ns in each 35:3�m�35:3�m

area in an unrouted oorplan. Figure 9(a) shows uniform ns = 2 in the unrouted design

due to the power and ground grid, except at the clock pins, where ns = 3. Figure 9(b)

and Fig. 9(c) show ns and nv, respectively, in a completely routed oorplan. The IFU

contains three congested regions, and an automated router is not able to route these regions

without generating violations. These regions are marked 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 8. The number

in parenthesis near each region indicates the number of buses identi�ed with high values

of NESL and NEML. Region 1 is the wiring bay above the instruction cache stack, Region

2 is located over the dataow stack, and Region 3 is located below the instruction cache

stack. Four non-congested regions (Regions 4 � 7) contain signals targeted for custom

interconnections. Region 4 is located over the bu�ers that repower core-level signals,

Region 5 is located over the instruction cache, Region 6 is located at the botton of the

dataow stack near unit IOs, and Region 7 is located above Region 3. Regions 2, 4, and 6

are located on the right-hand side of the unit; Regions 2 and 6 are located in the stack of

dataow macros. Region 2 is congested because the number of bus signals in this region

(i.e., 10 bus signals per bit) is equal to the number of available tracks (10); this region

also has high values of ns and nv as shown in Figs. 9(b) and (c). The automated router

is unable to �nd one of the few possible solutions, and as a result, this congested region

contains route violations. Region 6 is uncongested and contains short signal routes that

connect macro pins with IO pins. Regions 1, 3, 5, and 7 contain buses that are located on
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the left-hand side in the instruction cache stack. Region 1 is a wiring bay that is occupied

by address buses that connect macros near the top of the instruction cache with IO pins at

the upper left boundary and to dataow macros located on the right-hand side. For this

reason, the signal routes jog horizontally and vertically and are designed with minimum-

width routes to occupy minimum vertical space. A few signals in this bay are routed

with wide metal to eliminate poor slews. As a result, this region is also highly congested,

as shown in Fig. 9(b). Regions 3 and 7 contain horizontally routed buses. Region 3 is

uncongested and consists of sparsely spaced horizontal buses routed on m3. Region 7

consists of closely-spaced horizontal buses (i.e., up to 5 bus pins per bit) and are routed

over macros that occupy 100% of the m3 horizontal wiring channels. In this case, to make

this region routable, the unit has obtained 4 additional m5 tracks per bit (for a total of 5

m5 tracks per bit since 1 m5 track per bit is available over the whole oorplan) to route

bus signals with minimum-width horizontal m5. With these constraints, the automated

router is still unable to route the design without violations. Figures 9(b) and (c) show that

ns and nv in these regions is larger than in surrounding regions. In addition, NESL and

NEML for each signal in Region 3 is among the largest (on the order of 0:9). Therefore,

buses in Region 5 are targeted for custom interconnections.

C. Identify signals to target for custom interconnections

The next step is to compare the locations of congested regions with locations of regions

that contain signals with large values of NESL and NEML. Regions that are both congested

and contain buses with large values of NESL and NEML are regions in which buses are

targeted for custom interconnections.

D. Insert custom interconnections

Custom interconnections are inserted in the design for those bus signals that exhibit

high values of NESL and NEML, as discussed above. Custom interconnections are added

for buses with smaller values of NESL and NEML depending on whether the bus pins

connect macros in a dataow stack, whether the bus pins connect macros in a horizontal

rlm stack, or whether the bus pins connect dataow macros in di�erent stacks. After

custom interconnections are added for each bus, the remaining signals are routed and
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checked for electrical shorts and geometry violations. This procedure is iterated until no

unit-level signals have large values of NESL and NEML above a limit speci�ed by the

designer, and no route violations are present.

Custom interconnections for signals in a bus are created according to the same proce-

dure; these signals are routed on the same metal layer in the same relative horizontal or

vertical route track with the same netlength and number of vias. Individual control sig-

nals routes are inspected before a complete custom interconnection is added. For example,

custom interconnections can route control signals in the case in which signal pin locations

are not expected to change location in a physical design cycle. For control signals involved

in many logic changes and control signals with slew violations, the automatic router is

instructed to route critical control signals early in the automatic route process.

For each trial i, the total number of signals with custom interconnections N i
c and the

number of additional signals with custom interconnections �N i
c are obtained, where �N

i
c

is given by the expression,

�N i
c = N i

c �N (i�1)
c : (3)

Information provided by the dimensions and metal blockages of the unit abstract and

macro abstracts determines the amount of wire available to route unit-level interconnec-

tions. Constraints include the unit area A, number of IO pins, number of signals N,

average signal fan-out, unit occupancy O, total length Lavail available to route unit-level

signals, and fraction of the maximum route length available to route unit-level signals.

We set the quantity Lavail equal to the total length available to route unit-level signals

on the �ve available metal layers. Lavail is calculated assuming minimum-width minimum-

space routes for all signals. This assumption holds for the case of the DD1 IFU and DD2

IFU, for which 97% of the unit-level signals are minimum-width and minimum-space (the

remaining 3% signals are routed with width equal to double or triple the minimum width).

Lavail is calculated according to the following procedure: First, the maximum length of all

minimum-width route channels (including power and ground) on all the available route

layers is calculated. Second, the total length of blocked channels (i.e., obstructions) is

measured on all metal layers in all macros. Next, the total length of all minimum-width

channels blocked by power and ground routes is measured. Then, the total length of
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all blocked minimum-width route channels is obtained by summing the total length of

channels blocked by macros and by power and ground. The blocked channels are not

available to route unit-level signals. Lavail is obtained by subtracting the total length of

all blocked channels from the maximum length of all route channels.

D.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Table I shows an overview of the signals that are routed with custom interconnections

in the DD1 IFU. A total of 133 buses (3390 bus signals) and 11 control signals are routed

with custom interconnections (either complete custom interconnections or partial custom

interconnections). The table shows the number of bus signals Nbus, number of control

signalsNcntl, and number of buses inserted in each regionNreg1; :::; Nreg7. The total number

of buses inserted in all regions is Nregtot, where Nregtot =
P7

i=1Nregi. For the IFU, the

congested regions have not been routed according to the highest degree of congestion

(in this scenario, Region 3 would be routed �rst, followed by Region 2, then Region

1, followed by the last four regions). Instead, due to project constraints and degree of

macro speci�cation, the regions have been routed in a slightly di�erent order (namely,

half of Region 2 is routed �rst, then Region 1, then Region 3). Region 2 is routed �rst

because logic in the dataow macros and therefore their abstracts and bus pin locations

are stabilized earliest in the project schedule. As shown in Table I, slightly fewer than half

of the buses in Region 2 are routed initially in order to verify that a route solution does

exist with available m4 route resources.

Table II shows the physical design constraints on the IFU unit-level interconnections. A

detailed distribution of the unit-level signal fanout is shown in the following table Table III.

Table II shows that the decrease in the unit area reduces the total available route length

1:9% from 31m in DD1 to 29m in DD2. The available route fraction is obtained by taking

the ratio of Lavail to the maximum total length of the minimum-width route channels.

Table II shows that the portion of all the minimum-width tracks available to route unit-

level signals is reduced from 34% in DD1 to 31% in DD2.

Of the seven copper metal layers available to route the POWER4 chip, the �ve lowest

metal layers are available to route IFU signals. These layers are: metal 1 (m1 ), the lowest

route layer; m2, m3, m4, and m5. Each metal layer is routed in the plane parallel to the
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silicon layer and perpendicular to the metal layer above and below. In this paper, the

phrase upper-level metal refers to layers m3, m4, and m5 ; the phrase lower-level metal

refers to layers m1 and m2.

V. Method to quantify interconnect quality

In the previous section, we described a method to identify signals to route with custom

interconnections and to insert custom interconnections for those signals. In this section, we

analyze the physical elements of an interconnection and present techniques to quantify in-

terconnect quality. We present techniques to quantify several interconnect characteristics:

(1) metal usage, (2) signal density, (3) via density, and (4) complexity.

A. Quantify interconnect metal usage

One measure of the quality of interconnections is the amount of upper-level metal that

routes long and short signals. Standard design practice recommends that long signals are

routed on upper-level metal to reduce interconnect delay, and that short signals are routed

on lower-level metal.

A.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figure 10 shows (a) the average fraction fs of upper-level metal in short signal routes

with L � 0:7mm and (b) the average fraction fl of upper-level metal in long signal routes

with L � 0:7mm as a function of Nc in the DD1 IFU. Figure 10(a) shows that fs de-

creases to approximately 92% when all targeted signals have been routed with custom

interconnections. The fraction fs in non-custom interconnections remains largely unaf-

fected by the intervention with custom interconnections. Figure 10 shows that, as Nc is

increased, fl increases for custom interconnections and decreases slightly for non-custom

interconnections.

B. Quantify interconnect signal density and via density

An overview of the physical properties of interconnections in a design is obtained from

two-dimensional visualizations of ns and nv as a function of Nc in the design. Next, a

series of two-dimensional visualizations are obtained for the design routed with di�erent
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values of Nc. From each contour map, horizontal slices (at constant height) and vertical

slices (at constant width) for each Nc are obtained.

B.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figures 11(a)- 11(c) show a series of two-dimensional visualizations of ns for three dif-

ferent values of Nc: 0 (0% of all unit-level signals), 1853 (20:0%), and 3401 (36:8%)). The

density maps in Fig. 11 show ns for custom interconnections in each 35:3�m � 35:3�m

area. The color blue indicates regions with low ns. Unit-level clock pins are visible in

Fig. 11(a) since the clock signal and power and ground grid are routed before all other

signals[28]. Clock routes consist of straight m4 segments that connect m4 macro clock

pins to IO m5 clock pins. Eight instruction buses are routed over the instruction cache

on the left-hand side of Figs. 11(b) and 11(c). Vertical address buses are routed over the

address stack on the right-hand side of Figs. 11(b) and 11(c). Figure 11(a') shows ns for

the design shown in Fig. 11(a) routed with an automated router (WarpRoute).

All signals shown in Fig. 11(a') are routed with the automated router (WarpRoute)

except for the power, ground, and clock signals. The color red indicates the region with

highest ns; this region contains horizontal routes for eight instruction buses. In this region,

ns exceeds 140 signals per 35:3�m� 35:3�m area. Figures 11(b) and 11(c) are also routed

with the automated router. Relative changes in ns between two routed designs that contain

custom interconnections and that in Fig. 11(a) which contains no custom interconnections

are shown in Figs. 11(a') and 11(b'), respectively. The color green indicates regions with

reduced ns compared with regions in Fig. 11(a'). The color blue indicates regions in the

instruction cache stack and address stack in which ns is substantially reduced. These

reductions occur because Nc is large in these regions. The red and yellow regions have

increased values of ns. Figures 11(b') and 11(c') show that ns is reduced in regions that

contain custom interconnections.

Figure 12(a) shows a two-dimensional visualization of nv for the same interconnections

shown in Fig. 11(a'). nv is the number of vias in signal interconnections (excluding power,

ground and the clock signal) per 35:3�m�35:3�m area. The two red regions have nv � 100

per 35:3�m�35:3�m area. These two regions are located in the instruction cache stack on

the left-hand side of Fig. 12(a) and in the address stack on the right-hand side of Fig. 12(a).
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Figures 12(b) and (c) show visualizations of the di�erences in via density between nv in

Fig. 12(a) and nv measured for interconnections in Figs. 11(b') and (c'). The color green

indicates regions with reduced nv compared with Fig. 12(a). The color blue indicates

regions in which large numbers of custom interconnections are added in the instruction

cache stack on the left-hand side of Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c) and the address stack on the

right-hand side of Fig. 11(b) and Fig. 11(c). The blue regions exhibit substantially reduced

nv. In Figs. 12(b) and (c), the colors red and yellow indicate regions with larger nv. These

�gures show that nv is reduced in regions that contain custom interconnections. The

decrease in the via number in the route process reduces the number of channels blocked

by vias. As a result, more channels are available to route other signals, such as signals

previously routed with the automated router.

Figure 13 shows visualizations of (a) ns and (b) nv per 35:3�m� 35:3�m area (i.e., an

area that is 4-bits wide � 4-bits wide) in a routed DD1 IFU with Nc=N = 0% custom

interconnections. The dashed lines indicate locations of the cross-sections of ns and nv

shown in Figs. 14 and 15. These two �gures show three cross-sections of (a) ns and (b) nv

per 35:3�m�35:3�m area for three di�erent amounts of custom interconnections inserted

in the design prior to the completion of the remaining signal routes by the automated

router (0% from Fig. 13, 20%, 38:6%). Figure 14 shows (a) ns and (b) nv vias per

35:3�m � 35:3�m area across the IFU width for three values of the height Y (a1,b1 at

Y = 3669:12�m; a2,b2 at Y = 3104:64�m; a3,b3 at Y = 352:8�m). Figure 15 shows (a)

ns and (b) nv per 35:3�m�35:3�m area across the IFU height for two values of the width

X (a4,b4 at X = 1658:16�m; a5,b5 at X = 2963:52�m; a6,b6 at X = 3326:4�m). Peaks

in the cross-sections correspond to locations of congested regions. The �gures show that

custom interconnections decrease values of ns and nv in congested regions compared with

values of ns and nv in a design with Nc = 0.

C. Quantify quality of design routes

A measure of the overall quality of interconnections in a design is the total netlength

LT and total number of vias vT required to route all N signals in the design, where LT
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and vT are given by the expressions,

LT =
NX

i=1

L(i); (4)

and

vT =
NX

i=1

v(i); (5)

where L(i) and v(i) are the length and number of vias, respectively, in each ith signal. LT

and vT can be measured as a function of Nc in the design to determine whether LT and

vT are reduced, as desired for improved interconnect quality.

Another measure of design quality is the number of stacked vias in a design, where the

term stacked via refers to via stacks that are composed of two vias (a single stacked via

SSV ), three vias (a double stacked via DSV ), four vias (a triple stacked via TSV ), and so

on.

C.1 Application to POWER4 IFU

Figure 16 shows LT as a function of Nc (lower abscissa) and
Nc

N
(upper abscissa) in the

DD1 IFU. Figure 16(a) shows that the total length of custom interconnections increases

with Nc, and Fig. 16(b) shows that the total length of targeted custom interconnections

decreases with Nc. For Nc = 0, Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b) show that LT = 0 for custom

interconnections, since the physical design contains no custom interconnections, and that

LT = 2:2m for signals targeted for custom interconnections. ForNc = 3401 (Nc=N = 0:37),

LT for custom interconnections equals 2:1m, which is a reduction of 5% compared with

the 2:2m required for Nc = 0. Figure 16(c) shows the total route length LT of the

remaining Nr = 5852 signals as a function of Nc and Nc=N . The total route length for

these signals decreases from a maximum of 3:38m for Nc = 0 to 3:37m for Nc = 3428. The

total route length LT for all N = Nc + Nt + Nr unit-level signals is shown in Fig. 16(d).

This �gure shows that LT for N unit-level signals decreases from a maximum of 5:51m

for Nc = 0 to a minimum of 5:49m for Nc = 3401(Nc=N = 0:37). For vT in the IFU,

Figure 17 shows vT as a function of Nc (
Nc

N
, upper abscissa). Fig. 17(a) shows that vT

for custom interconnections increases with Nc, and Fig. 17(b) shows that vT for targeted

custom interconnections decreases with Nc. For Nc = 0, Fig. 17(a) and Fig. 17(b) show
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that vT = 0 for custom interconnections, since the physical design contains no custom

interconnections, and that approximately 23000 vias are in signals targeted for custom

interconnections. For Nc = 3401 (Nc=N = 0:37), these �gures show that vT for the

custom interconnections is approximately 11000, which is reduced 52% compared with vT

for Nc = 0. These �gures show that vT = 0 for targeted custom interconnections when

Nc = 3401. Figure 17(c) shows the total number of vias vT of the remaining Nr = 5852

signals as a function of Nc and
Nc

N
. This �gure shows that the vias in the remaining signal

routes are reduced 2% from approximately 43500 for Nc = 0 to approximately 42600 for

Nc = 3401. The total number of vias vT in all N = Nc + Nt + Nr unit-level signals is

shown in Fig. 17(d). This �gure shows that vT for the N signals decreases 20% from

a maximum of approximately 66500 for Nc = 0 to a minimum of 53500 for Nc = 3401

custom interconnections (Nc

N
= 0:37).

Table IV shows SSV, DSV, and TSV for the DD1 IFU for each trial i as Nc is increased

in the design. The table shows that custom interconnections reduce SSV by 28% from

6814 to 4923, DSV by 25% from 878 to 657, and TSV slightly from 18 to 12.

D. Quantify complexity of each interconnection

The complexity of each individual interconnection can be quanti�ed by measuring sev-

eral physical properties: (1) the length L of each signal route; (2) the normalized excess

Steiner length NESL given by Eqn. 1; (3) the normalized excess Manhattan length NEML

given by Eqn. 2; (4) and the via number v per signal route. The total interconnect length

LT and total number of vias vT for all N unit-level signals are obtained by adding the

contributions for each signal route as speci�ed by Eqns. 4 and 5. For each signal, NESL3

measures how well the actual wire length approximates the length estimate provided by

the Steiner algorithm[26], as described by Eqn. 1. As the wire length L approaches LS,

the excess Steiner length approaches zero. For signals with large L, which can occur if the

automated router experiences diÆculty �nding a route solution, �LS can become large.

Similarly, for each signal, the excess Manhattan length �LM measures how closely the

wire length approximates the Manhattan length[27]; �LM approaches zero as L decreases

to LM , and �LM becomes large when L exceeds LM .

3We are working on an equivalent description for vias.
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We represent the total excess Steiner length and total excess Manhattan length with the

quantities TESL and TEML, respectively. These quantities are given by the expressions,

TESL = �LTS =
NX

i=1

�LS(i); (6)

and

TEML = �LTM =
NX

i=1

�LM (i); (7)

respectively, where �LS(i) = L(i) � LS(i) and �LM (i) = L(i) � LM (i), and both sums

are taken over all N signals in the design. L(i), LS(i), and LM (i) represent the length,

Steiner length of the ith signal, and Manhattan length of the ith signal, respectively.

Two additional measures of complexity of routed interconnections are the average nor-

malized excess Steiner length and the average normalized excess Manhattan length, where

each average is taken over a speci�ed group of signals. For example, this group of signals

could consist of the entire set of N signals in the design or a set of signals Ngroup � N

that passes through any of the identi�ed congested regions in the design. We represent the

average normalized excess Steiner length and average normalized excess Manhattan length

with the quantities hNESLi and hNEMLi, respectively, as given by the expressions,

hNESLi =

PNgroup

i=1 NESL(i)

Ngroup

; (8)

and

hNEMLi =

PNgroup

i=1 NEML(i)

Ngroup

; (9)

respectively, where each sum is taken over all of Ngroup signals in the speci�ed group and

where NESL(i) and NEML(i) are the NESL and NEML, respectively, of the ith signal.

In the case that hNESLi or hNEMLi is to be calculated for a group of signals that passes

through a speci�ed region, then Ngroup is set equal to the number of signals in that region;

in the case that hNESLi or hNEMLi is to be calculated for all signals, then we set

Ngroup = N .

A corresponding measure of via complexity can be expressed as the average number of

vias in routes for a speci�ed number of signals Ngroup. We represent the average number

of vias with the quantity hvi, as given by the expression,

hvi =

PNgroup

i=1 v(i)

Ngroup

; (10)
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where each sum is taken over all of Ngroup signals in the speci�ed group, and where v(i) is

the number of vias in the ith signal in the group. In the case that hvi is to be calculated

for a group of signals that passes through a speci�ed region, then Ngroup is set equal to

the number of signals in that region; in the case that hvi is to be calculated for all signals,

then Ngroup = N , and hvi = vT=N .

D.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figures 18- 21 show LT , TESL, TEML, and vT for unit-level interconnections in the DD1

IFU (excluding power and ground) as a function of Nc. The values of the total Steiner

length LTS =
PN

i=1 LS(i) and total Manhattan length LTM =
PN

i=1 LM(i) are shown in

Fig. 18; LTS is greater than LTM since for each signal i, LS(i) is an estimate of the

required interconnect length based on the design constraints (including macro blockages,

which represent tracks that are blocked by the macro from unit-level signal routes, and unit

blockages, which represent tracks that are blocked within the unit to reserve these tracks

for unit-level signal routes). These �gures show that LT , LTS, LTM , and vT are reduced

for signals targeted for custom interconnections as Nc increases. Moreover, values for these

quantities are also reduced for routes that are not targeted for custom interconnections. For

Nc=N = 37%, the total interconnect length is reduced by approximately 25mm (0:5%), as

shown in Fig. 18. As a result, �LTS and �LTM are reduced by 13% and 15%, respectively.

The total via number is reduced by 20%, as shown in Fig. 21.

Custom interconnections are inserted in seven regions in the DD1 IFU, as shown in

Fig. 8. Figure 22 shows hNESLi for signals targeted for custom interconnections in (a)

the three congested regions (Regions 1, 2, 3) and (b) four uncongested regions (Regions

4, 5, 6, 7) as a function of Nc. For the three congested regions, Fig. 22(a) shows that in

Region 1, hNESLi remains approximately constant at 0:02 as Nc increases because the

overall length of custom interconnections is similar to the overall length provided by the

automated router in the wiring bay above the instruction cache stack. Figure 22 shows

that hNESLi is reduced from 0:02 to 0:01 in Region 2 and from 0:055 to 0:02 in Region

3 for Nc � 3100. For the four uncongested regions (Regions 4 � 7) shown in Fig. 8,

Fig. 22(b) shows hNESLi for the routes targeted for custom interconnections remains

unchanged at approximately �0:01 in Region 5 and at �0:05 in Region 6. As shown in
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the �gure, Region 4 exhibits a large increase in hNESLi from �0:4 to 0:3 because the

custom interconnections consist primarily of identical routes with L on the order of a few

microns. This increase occurs because in Region 4, the automated router routes some

signals with zero length but with stacked vias and routes other signals with excessively

long routes. Standard design practice recommends that identical, reproducible routes with

no stacked vias be used.

Figure 23 shows hvi for signals targeted for custom interconnections in (a) the three

congested regions (Regions 1, 2, 3) and (b) four uncongested regions (Regions 4, 5, 6,

7), respectively, as a function of Nc. These regions are shown in Fig. 8. For the three

congested regions, Fig. 23(a) shows that as Nc increases, the range of hvi decreases from

f6 to 13g vias per signal to f3 to 6g vias per signal. Note that the apparent dip in the

curve for hvi that corresponds to Region 1 occurs because the router is unable to complete

the routes in this region; therefore, hvi is greatly underestimated for these trials. For the

four uncongested regions (Regions 4 � 7), Fig. 23(b) shows hvi for the routes targeted

for custom interconnections in Region 5 is decreased by approximately 1 via per signal

(from 5 to 4 vias per signal) and that for the targeted routes in Region 4, hvi remains

nearly unchanged at approximately 3 vias per signal. In Region 6, in which the custom

interconnections consist of straight minimum-width m4 segments that connect unit-level

verticalm4 macro bar pins to macro-level horizontalm3 1-bit-wide bar pins, hvi is reduced

to 1 via per signal when all custom interconnections are added to the design (Nc = 3401).

In Region 7, in which the custom interconnections consist of straight minimum-width

horizontal m3 segments that connect several aligned horizontal m3 unit-level macro pins,

hvi is reduced from 2 vias per signal at Nc = 0 (as generated by the automated router)

to 0 vias per signal at Nc = 3401, as expected for signals in which the signal pins are

aligned and on the same metal layer; since these signals can be routed with straight metal

segments, these signal routes do not require any vias.

VI. Implications for ULSI design

In the preceeding sections, we have seen that interconnect complexity is reduced with

each iteration of custom interconnection intervention. However, the net impact of the

insertion of custom interconnections on chip performance and yield is still an open issue,
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and the inuence of decreased interconnect complexity is also unknown.

A. Performance and power

As interconnect length L decreases, interconnect delay � also decreases, since � = CR2L
2W

+

R2LCl

W
where Cl is the capacitive load at the end of the route[8], W is the route width, C is

the interconnect capacitance, RBox is the sheet resistance, and the interconnect is modeled

as a distributed rc line[36]. Signals with routes on upper-level metal have reduced values

of � , since the values of R2 are lower for these metal layers. The 90% interconnect delay

�90% is given by the expression[30],

�90% = R � C + 2:3(Rtr � C +Rtr � CL +R � CL); (11)

where Rtr is the on-resistance of the driver transistor, CL is the load capacitance on the

wire, and R and C scale linearly with L.

The total power P dissipated in interconnections is proportional[31] to the total inter-

connect capacitance[4], [32], [33], [4], [34],

P =
1

2
� C � V 2

dd � E(sw) � fclk; (12)

where fclk is the clock period, and E(sw) is the switching activity or number of voltage

transitions per 1=fclk time.

A.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figures 24(a)-(d) show distributions of (a) interconnect netlength L, (b) resistance R,

(c) capacitance C, and (d) delay � , respectively, for all IFU interconnections (excluding

power, ground, and clock signal). A two-dimensional extraction of the rc-network of all

the unit-level interconnections in a completed physical design (including all metal layers

and silicon layers) determines R and C. Each interconnect delay � is calculated in a

simulation of the worst-case static timing of all signal paths under conditions in which

the operating voltage Vdd = 1:35V and temperature T = 85ÆC. Figure 24(a) shows that

the DD2 IFU contains fewer signals with long netlengths L. We note that there are a

greater number of interconnections with smaller values of R, C, and � in the DD2 IFU

compared with DD1 IFU, as shown in Figs. 24(b)-(d). The peaks in Fig. 24(a) result
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from the number of signals that are created from insertion of bu�ers in unit-level signals

with initial unbu�ered netlengths greater than 1400�m. The total capacitance of all the

interconnections (ac interconnections as well as dc interconnections) is reduced 3% from

1:173nF in DD1 to 1:136nF in DD2.

The total capacitance of all the interconnections that operate at the full clock frequency

(700MHz in DD1; 1:1GHz in DD2) is reduced 3% from 1:08nF in DD1 to 1:05nF in DD2.

It follows that the total power P dissipated by switching unit-level interconnections is

decreased by 3% from DD1 to DD2.

The largest value of C of all unit-level interconnections is reduced 9:4% from 780.3fF

in DD1 to 707.3fF in DD2. These two values occur on two adjacent timing-critical signals

on an address bus. In the DD1 IFU, nine signals have values of C � 700fF, whereas in

the DD2 IFU, only one signal wire has C � 700fF.

Figure 24(d) shows the interconnect delay distribution for � for all signals including

fanout. The number of signals with small values of the interconnect delay increases from

DD1 to DD2. Figure 24(d) shows that the worst-case wire delay of all the unit-level signals

decreased 17:3% from 204ps in DD1 to 174ps in DD2. These delays occur for two di�erent

test signals in DD1 and DD2. The worst-case wire delay decreased 14:7% from 95ps in

DD1 to 81ps in DD2 for wires that switch at the full clock frequency. These results show

that although the values of the worst-case wire delays are smaller for the DD2 IFU than

the DD1 IFU, the portion of the cycle time that is allocated for wire delay is increased

more than 30%. This increase occurs for the test signals because the 204ps wire delay

occupies 14:3% of the 1430ps DD1 cycle time, and the 174ps wire delay occupies 18:9%

of the DD2 920ps cycle time. For the signals in paths that are required to operate at the

full clock frequency of 700 MHz in DD1 and 1:1GHz in DD2, the increase occurs because

the 95ps wire delay occupies 6:6% of the 1430ps DD1 cycle time, and the 81ps wire delay

occupies 8:8% of the DD2 920ps cycle time.

Figures 25 and 26 show visualizations of locations of ac signals in the DD2 IFU with the

worse timing slews and timing slacks, respectively. In each �gure, (a) shows worse falling

slew/slack, (b) shows worse rising slew/slack, and (c) shows worse overall slew/slack.

Worse overall slews of the ac signals are within project requirements (that is, slews are
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required to be less than or equal to 330ps compared with the 1ns cycle time.)

A comparison of the relative magnitude of the power P dissipated in unit-level wires with

the power dissipated in the macros Pmacros in DD1 IFU and DD2 IFU is shown in Table V,

where for comparison purposes we take fclk = 1GHz, E(sw) = 0:2, and Vdd = 1:35V. For

the calculations of P, the ac load capacitances are 1:08nF and 1:05nF in DD1 and DD2,

respectively. A schematic-based power simulation calculates Pmacros; these simulations

assume a 20% switching factor and default capacitance load for all macros and does not

include e�ects of internal parasitics and internal wires[35].

B. Critical area and yield

Chip productivity, or the number of good (functional) chips per wafer, increases as the

number of faults per chip decreases, according to the Poisson yield model.[29] Standard

design practice recommends interconnections with uniform pattern density.[29], [37]

B.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

As discussed in a previously, straight regularly-ordered custom interconnections for wide

buses generates a uniform signal density ns across large regions of the IFU, as shown in two

700�m-wide regions in the left-hand side of Fig. 14(a) with 35:6% custom interconnections

(green triangles) compared with signal density obtained with 0% custom interconnections

(black squares) or 20% custom interconnections (red circles). As a result, the local pattern

density is more uniform throughout these regions, and metal thickness variations tend to

decrease, which tends to decrease variations in interconnect delay.[37]

C. Noise

To reduce the amount of cross-talk noise between signals in a design, the amount of

mutual inductance needs to be limited.[38] This reduction can be achieved with better

interconnect design, including interconnections with decreased netlength, increased wire-

to-wire spacing, and increased line width, since the amplitude of cross-talk noise increases

with wire length, decreases with line spacing, and decreases with line width. Also, crosstalk

noise is less in lines manufactured with Cu than in the same lines manufactured with Al.[38]
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C.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figure 27 shows visualizations of locations of signals in the DD2 IFU with (a) maximum

noise voltage and (b) minimum noise slack at their sinks. The minimum noise slack is the

di�erence between the noise tolerated at each sink and the maximum noise voltage as

calculated by the IBM 3DX noise tool. The maximum noise voltage and minimum noise

slack are shown in units of volts (V). This �gure shows that there are no noise violations

for the IFU signals; that is, all signals exhibit noise slack greater than zero.

D. Extendability, design reuse, and schedule

Custom interconnections for timing-critical signals to �x these routes permit easy, fast,

and numerous route iterations as required by design changes (i.e., logic changes) in order

to meet timing requirements for the remaining signals within the project schedule.

D.1 Application to the POWER4 IFU

Figure 28 shows a progression of the POWER4 IFU oorplan from the �rst oorplan

(GP DD1) to the second (GP DD2). The height and width of each oorplan is shown.

The basic sizes and relative arrangements of the macros remain the same in each oorplan.

As a result, considerable design time is saved because the custom interconnections can be

reused. In particular, the set of custom interconnections which took over 6 months to

implement in the DD1 IFU are completely reused with no shorts and no design violations

in approximately 3 weeks in the follow-on DD2 IFU. An inspection of the routes in a

manufactured chip would show that the routes for some signals (that is, the signals that

are routed with custom interconnections) have the same topology, metal wire layer, and

via choice in both designs, whereas the routes for the remaining signals (that are routed

with the automated router) are di�erent in each design.

VII. Implications of Scaling

One concern for the design of high-performance circuits is that wires are getting rel-

atively slower than devices as the speeds of high-performance transistors continue to in-

crease.[3] To compare the wire delay and circuit delay in di�erent technologies for a fully

functional design is to measure the wire delay and circuit delay under similar conditions.
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An eÆcient way to measure the wire delay for a speci�c route in a design in two tech-

nologies is to �nd a signal, such as a custom interconnection, that has the same route

solution in each design. In this context, the phrase same route solution indicates that the

chosen route should have the same length in unscaled design dimensions prior to imple-

mentation in hardware as well as the same metal layers and the same environment (that

is, similar adjacent routes). In general, since the majority of the routes in a design are

implemented with an automated wiring program, adjacent wires will probably be di�erent

for an arbitrary route. However, for the case in which similar routes exist, however, a two-

dimensional extraction and a simulation of the worst-case static timing can be performed

to obtained the wire resistance R, capacitance C, and delay � in each technology.

To determine whether wire delays are getting relatively slower or faster compared with

devices in each technology, the following test can be performed: Measure the wire delay

and device delay in each technology at the same worst-case conditions under which the

unit timing is simulated (e.g., 1:35V and 85ÆC). Devices include NAND-gates, NOR-

gates, and inverters[25]. To our knowledge, data for devices measured under worst-case

conditions for the DD1 and DD2 versions of the IFU do not exist. To determine whether

the relative delay of a wire occupies more or less of the cycle time in di�erent technologies

compared to the device delay, we assign the following parameters for the two technologies,

as shown in Table VI. First, the cycle times of the two di�erent technologies are denoted

by �1 and �2, respectively. For a selected route r, the wire delay of the route in the two

technologies is denoted by �r1 and �r2, respectively. In this case, we assume that the route

length, metal layers, and neighboring routes are equal or as similar as possible and that

the delays are measured with equivalent voltage and temperature. Next, for each design,

the device delay is denoted by �device1 and �device2. For example, for the case in which the

device is an inverter, the inverter delay is represented as �inv1 and �inv2, respectively. To

ascertain whether the relative wire delay is greater or less than the device delay in the

two technologies, we calculate the amount by which the delays have changed from one

technology to the next, relative to the cycle time in each technology. To measure the

change in relative delay, we calculate following two parameters: (1) the fractional change

in route delay �r and (2) the fractional change in device delay �device between the two
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technologies, where �r is given by the expression,

�r =
�r2
�2
�r1
�1

� 1; (13)

and where �device is given by the expression,

�device =
�device2

�2
�device1

�1

� 1: (14)

.2 Application to the POWER4 IFU

The IFU contains numerous examples of similar routes in the two technologies discussed

in the preceding sections. The cycle times of the two technologies are 1430ps for the DD1

IFU and 910ps for the DD2 IFU. In both DD1 and DD2, eight 32-bit-wide instruction

buses are routed over the instruction cache, and their lengths, route layers, and adjacent

routes are a�ected minimally by the decrease in IFU area from DD1 to DD2. The signals

are routed primarily with double-wide m4 for nearly the complete length of the route;

the automated router completes the rest of the route. For many of the bus signals, the

router completes the route with the same total length in DD2 and in DD1. For the rest of

the routes in the buses, the routes are very similar in length. An example of one of these

routes r is bit 15 of the bus named i�c-cacheout0 which has length 1318:9�m in both DD1

and DD2, is implemented nearly completely in m4 in both DD1 and DD2, and is routed

adjacent to power and ground routes in the instruction cache. For this route, the delay is

simulated in worst-case conditions (1:35V, 85ÆC) to be 35ps in both DD1 and DD2. From

Eqn. 13, the fractional change in the route delay between the two technologies is seen to

be �r =
�1
�2
� 1 = 0:57. From this value, the relative route delay is seen to increase 57%

in DD2 compared with DD1.

VIII. Conclusions

A self-consistent formalism for custom interconnect design is presented for analysis of

physical design of on-chip interconnections in ULSI designs. This formalism includes

a procedure for custom interconnect design and a procedure to quantify the quality of

design interconnections. Application of these techniques to analyze interconnections in the

IBM POWER4 Instruction Fetch Unit shows that custom interconnection design optimizes
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interconnect quality without adverse a�ects on route runtime and that time required to re-

use custom interconnections in follow-on designs is reduced to a few weeks compared to the

several months required for initial implementation. Reduction in total interconnect length

and upper-level metal route length has the advantage that additional metal is available

to route signals outside the unit when contracts are included in the design process [39].

Implications of these techniques for performance and power; critical area and yield; noise;

extendability, design reuse, and schedule; and scaling on ULSI designs is also presented.
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Fig. 1. Examples of custom interconnections for signals with fanout=1. The side and top views for each

example are shown. (a) short straight m2 route between two m2 square pins that share the same

horizontal track on both macros; (b) long straight m4 route between two m4 square pins that share

the same horizontal track on both macros; (c) straight m4 route from an m4 pin to a horizontal m3

bar pin; (d) straight m4 route from an m4 pin to a horizontal m3 route, then to a vertical m2 route

and m2 square pin. Vias are also shown in (c) v3 and (d) v3, v2.
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Fig. 2. Examples of di�erent types of custom interconnections in unit-level IFU signal routes. The

custom macros and rlms are illustrative, since di�erent types of custom interconnections typically

occur in di�erent regions of the oorplan instead of on adjacent bits of macros, as shown. The

di�erent types of custom interconnections include (a1-a3 ) completely-routed minimum-width routes;

(b) completely-routed routes with double-wide routes and minimum-width routes; (c) partially-routed

minimum-width routes; and (d) partially-routed wide routes.
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Fig. 3. An example of completely-routed minimum-width custom interconnections to route two 16-bit

buses between macros in a dataow stack. The dataow stack consists of three 16-bit-wide dataow

macros. In this example, the upper-most macro has a one-bit-wide extension on the right-hand side

and a one-bit-wide extension on the left-hand side for control logic. The middle dataow macro has

a two-bit-wide extension on the right-hand-side for control logic, and the bottom dataow macro

does not have extensions. The two two-bit-wide columns and horizontal m3 pins in these columns

represent clock bays and clock control pins, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Number of route violations in the DD1 IFU. Design rule violations (circles) and electrical shorts

(squares) are shown as a function of Nc (lower abscissa) and Nc=N (upper abscissa).
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Fig. 5. IFU unit area A (a) and unit occupancy O (b) as a function of time. Snapshots for DD1 and

DD2 are indicated at 23 and 34 months, respectively, in both (a) and (b).
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Fig. 6. The maximum route length Lmax and available route length for minimum-width unit-level signal

routes in the IFU as a function of time (a). The fraction of the available route length that is on

upper-level metal (m3 -m5 ) and on lower-level metal (m1 -m2 ) is also shown (b). The values for the

DD1 and DD2 snapshots at 23 and 34 months, respectively, are also shown in (a) and (b).
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Fig. 7. Interconnect length available to route unit-level signals on each of the �ve metal layers as a

function of time (a). Fraction of the maximum route length that is available to route unit-level

interconnections on each of the �ve metal layers as a function of time (b). The values for the DD1

and DD2 snapshots at 23 months and 34 months, respectively, are shown.
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Fig. 8. Regions of the DD1 IFU that are targeted for custom interconnections. The width (3:64mm) and

height (5:08mm) of the physical die area are shown. For each region, the number of targeted buses is

shown in parenthesis. As discussed in the text, Regions 1, 2, and 3 are congested; Regions 4� 7 are

not congested.
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Fig. 9. Visualizations of the signal density ns and via density nv in each 35:3�m� 35:3�m area in the

DD1 IFU. The �gures show two-dimensional maps of (a) ns in the unrouted oorplan as well as (b)

ns and (c) nv in a routed oorplan with no custom interconnections. The power and ground grid sets

a lower limit of ns = 2 in the unrouted design (a) except at clock pins, where ns = 3.
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Fig. 10. Fraction of upper-level metal for (a) short (fs) and (b) long (fl) signals in DD1 IFU as a function

of the number (fraction) of custom interconnections Nc (lower abscissa) and Nc=N (upper abscissa).
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Fig. 11. Visualizations of ns in a routed design (DD1 IFU) that contains three di�erent values ofNc: (a-a')

0(0%), (b-b') 1853(20:0%), (c-c') 3401(36:8%). (a), (b), and (c) show ns of custom interconnections;

(a') shows ns in a design routed from (a). (b') and (c') show visualizations of the di�erence in ns

relative to that in (a') for designs routed from (b) and (c), respectively.
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Fig. 12. Visualization of the via density nv of unit-level interconnections in the DD1 IFU routed with

no custom interconnections (a). (b) and (c) show di�erences in via density relative to that in (a) in

which Nc = 1853 (Nc=N = 20:0%) and Nc = 3401 (Nc=N = 36:8%), respectively.
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Fig. 13. Visualizations of (a) ns and (b) nv per 35:3�m� 35:3�m area (i.e., 4-bits � 4-bits) in a routed

DD1 IFU with no custom interconnections. Dashed lines indicate locations of cross-sections in Fig. 14

and Fig. 15.
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Fig. 14. Horizontal cross-sections of ns (a1, a2, a3) and nv (b1, b2, b3) per 35:3�m � 35:3�m area at

three di�erent values of height (1, 2, 3) in a DD1 IFU routed with 0% (black squares), 20% (red

cirles), and 35:6% (green triangles) custom interconnections. The cross-sections (a1-a3 and b1-b3)

are taken at the locations (dashed lines) shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 15. Vertical cross-sections of ns (a4, a5, a6) and nv (b4, b5, b6) per 35:3�m� 35:3�m area at three

di�erent values of the width (4, 5, 6) in a DD1 IFU oorplan routed with 0% (black squares), 20%

(red circles), and 38:6% (green triangles) custom interconnections. The cross-sections (a4-a6 and

b4-b6) are taken at the locations (dashed lines) shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 16. Total length LT of (a) custom interconnections, (b) signals that are targeted for custom inter-

connections, (c) signals with non-custom interconnections, and (d) all N unit-level DD1 IFU inter-

connections as a function of Nc, lower abscissa (Nc=N upper abscissa), where N = Nc +Nt +Nr.
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Fig. 17. Total number of vias vT in (a) custom interconnections, (b) signals that are targeted for custom

interconnections, (c) signals with non-custom interconnections, and (d) all N unit-level DD1 IFU

interconnections as a function of Nc, lower abscissa (Nc=N , upper abscissa), where N = Nc+Nt+Nr.
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Fig. 18. Total interconnect length LT of all N DD1 IFU unit-level signals (excluding power and ground)

as a function of Nc. The Steiner limit LTS and Manhattan limit LTM are shown.
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Fig. 19. �LTS for all N signals, signals targeted for custom interconnections, and signals with non-custom

interconnections as a function of Nc (excluding power and ground routes) in the DD1 IFU.
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Fig. 20. �LTM for all N signals, signals targeted for custom interconnections, and signals with non-

custom interconnections as a function of Nc (excluding power and ground routes) in the DD1 IFU.
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Fig. 21. vT for all N signals, signals targeted for custom routes, and signals with non-custom intercon-

nections as a function of Nc (excluding power and ground routes) in the DD1 IFU.
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Fig. 22. Average normalized excess Steiner length hNESLi for DD1 IFU unit-level signals that are

targeted for custom routes as a function of Nc (lower abscissa) and Nc=N (upper abscissa). hNESLi

is shown for (a) three congested regions (Regions 1� 3) and (b) four uncongested regions (Regions

4� 7). Regions 1� 7 are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 23. Average number of vias hvi for unit-level signals in the DD1 IFU that are targeted for custom

interconnections as a function of Nc (lower abscissa) and Nc=N (upper abscissa). hvi is shown for (a)

three congested regions (Regions 1� 3) and (b) four uncongested regions (Regions 4 � 7). Regions

1� 7 are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 24. Distributions of N number of unit-level signals as a function of (a) interconnect length L, (b)

interconnect resistance R, (c) interconnect capacitance C, and (d) interconnect delay � .
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Fig. 25. Visualization of timing slews (in units of picoseconds) for ac signal paths in the DD2 IFU. Shown

are the locations of ac signals with (a) worse falling slew, (b) worse rising slew, and (c) worse overall

slew.
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Fig. 26. Visualization of timing slews (in units of picoseconds) for ac signal paths in the DD2 IFU. Shown

are the locations of ac signals with (a) worse falling slack, (b) worse rising slack, and (c) worse overall

slack.
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Fig. 27. Visualization of the (a) maximum noise voltage and (b) minimum noise slack on the sinks of

signals in the DD2 IFU. The width and height of the IFU are shown in microns, and the noise voltage

is in units of Volts. The minimum noise slack is the di�erence between the maximum noise voltage

and the noise that can be tolerated at that sink, as calculated by an IBM noise tool.
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Fig. 28. Progression of the IFU oorplan in GP DD1 (3Q 1999) and GP DD2 (3Q 2000). The width and

height of each oorplan is shown.
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TABLE I

Overview of custom interconnections inserted in the DD1 IFU. For each trial i, the

number of custom interconnections N i
c, number of additional custom interconnections

�N i
c, number of bus signals Nbus and number of control signals Ncontrol are shown. The

table shows the number of buses routed in each region (Nreg1 through Nreg7) and the

total number of buses Nregtot.

i N i
c �N i

c Nbus Ncntl Nreg1 Nreg2 Nreg3 Nreg4 Nreg5 Nreg6 Nreg7 Nregtot

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1016 1016 1016 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 19

2 1275 259 248 11 3 0 0 0 8 0 0 11

3 1853 578 578 0 0 0 42 0 0 0 0 42

4 2339 486 486 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 24 30

5 3135 796 796 0 0 22 0 1 1 0 0 24

6 3401 266 266 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 7

6 3401 3401 3390 11 3 41 42 5 16 2 24 133
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TABLE II

IFU physical design constraints. The unit area A, number N of unit-level signals,

occupancy O, and total available length Lavail of minimum-width wire for unit-level

signals are shown. A detailed distribution of the unit-level signal fanout is shown in

the following table Table III.

.

Physical Design Constraints DD1 DD2

unit width (�m) 3643:61 3643:61

unit height(�m) 5080:64 5010:08

A (mm2) 14:1 13:8

number of IO pins 1723 1722

N 9253 9283

average signal fan-out 2:3 2:3

macros (including bu�ers and inverters) 999 1039

macros (not including bu�ers and inverters) 95 95

transistors (�106) 5:9 5:9

array transistors (�106) 4 4

bu�ers and inverters 904 944

O 0:81 0:85

Lavail (meters) 31:3 28:9

available route fraction 34% 31%
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TABLE III

Fanout distribution of IFU unit-level signals in DD1 and DD2, excluding power and

ground signals.

.

Number of Signals

Fanout DD1 DD2

0 328 308

1 7558 7564

2 899 908

3 138 139

4 628 641

5 7 8

6 15 15

7 5 5

8 3 3

95 1 1
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TABLE IV

Overview of the number of single stacked vias SSV, double stacked vias DSV, triple

stacked vias TSV in the DD1 IFU for each trial i, where the number of custom

interconnections Nc in each trial is shown. Each SSV is composed of two stacked vias;

each DSV is composed of three stacked vias; each TSV is composed of four stacked vias.

.

i Nc SSV DSV TSV

0 0 6814 878 18

1 1303 6179 854 12

2 1410 6126 903 9

3 1988 5289 904 10

4 2474 5281 746 16

5 3291 4919 718 14

6 3428 4923 657 12
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TABLE V

Power dissipation in the IFU. For the values quoted, switching factor E(sw) = 0:2,

clock frequency fclk = 1GHz, Vdd = 1:35V are assumed for comparison purposes in both

DD1 and DD2. For P, the ac load capacitances in DD1 and DD2 are 1.08nF and 1.05nF,

respectively. Schematic-based power simulations obtain Pmacros; for these simulations

E(sw) = 0:20 with a default capacitance load for all macros and does not include

effects of internal parasitics and internal macro wires.[35]

P (Watts) Pmacros (Watts)

DD1 0:197 3:25

DD2 0:191 3:31
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TABLE VI

Characteristics of wire and device delays in two technologies. The cycle time � , route

delay �r and device delay �device are shown for each of two technologies.

Characteristic First technology Second technology

Cycle time �1 �2

Route delay �r1 �r2

Device delay �device1 �device2
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